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Letâ€™s face it; CDs and DVDs help a lot in storing much of your essential and confidential data. These
apps help store music, movies and a lot of precious data. They are the most effective and affordable
way of data storage.  The inception of DVDs and CDs have completely changed the feel and look of
a business, and the music artists have been making use of this most convenient way to reach their
millions of die-hard fans.

As soon as the data is recorded in a mother CD or DVD, copies of the same are offered to the end
users by the method, known as CD replication and DVD duplication. Though both the processes
intends the similar  job of creating multiple copies of a mother CD or DVD, there may be difference
in the productâ€™s  quality, accuracy and turn-around time, as CD or DVD replication is more time
consuming, costly and advanced kits as compared to the process of CD or DVD duplication.

The process of CD duplication or DVD duplication means the burning of the data of a master source
onto blank CD-R or DVD-R media with the help of an installed CD DVD burner on a computer. CD
DVD duplication helps create CDs and DVDs at very low rate, most importantly when there is a
short run requirement.  CD replication and DVD replication is a conventional technique of creating
CD and DVD copies from an original source. It ensures accuracy and quality of the replicated copies.

Process of CD or DVD replication

First of all, a glass master is created from an original source

After this a set of stampers are made ready.

Then these stampers are mounted into an advanced injection

The clone of the stampers, during the process, is made like plastic discs

These discs are, thereafter, coated with thin layer of aluminum.

Now, the spinning of thin protective layer of lacquer is done over the disc

The UV rays, now, help it get hardened

Last but not the least the suitable images and companyâ€™s logo is imprinted on them.

Thus the discs are ready to retail.

While there are end-number of CD replication and CD and DVD duplication companies (like:
http://www.a1duplication.co.uk/ conducting a proper R&D on the services of varied companies will
help you find the best. You can better compare their service quality, price, and review of the
satisfied or unsatisfied customers.  This way, you will get true value for your money.
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Editor123 - About Author:
The article is contributed by a professional content writer, having experiences of working in different
industries. For further information on a CD duplication, a DVD replication, please visit
http://www.a1duplication.co.uk/
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